
Unit 7: Reading / Reading Comprehension 
	

A  Big  Ship 

  Lots  of  people  are  needed  to  handle  a  ship.   A  

captain  reads  and  writes  notes  to  drive  the  ship.   

He  steers  with  a  big  wheel,  presses  buttons,  and  

turns  knobs  on  the  dash  board  of  the  ship.  The  

crew  can  fix,  screw,  and  use  a  wrench  and  a  

hammer  when  a  part  on  the  ship  is  broken.  The  

crew  cleans  the  decks,  ties  knots  in  the  ship’s  

dock  lines,  and  runs  the  kitchen.  In  the  kitchen,  a  

few  of  the  crew  whip  with  a  whisk,  cut  with  a  

knife,  and  fry  on  the  stove  top  to  make  food.    A  

big  ship  needs  lots  of  people  to  navigate  the  sea.	
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Unit 7: Reading / Reading Comprehension 
Multiple Choice

Read  the  short  passage.  Read  the  questions  and  circle  the  best  answer. 

A  Big  Ship 

  Lots  of  people  are  needed  to  handle  a  ship.   A  captain  reads  and  

writes  notes  to  drive  the  ship.   He  steers  with  a  big  wheel,  presses  

buttons,  and  turns  knobs  on  the  dash  board  of  the  ship.  The  crew  

can  fix,  screw,  and  use  a  wrench  when  a  part  on  the  ship  is  broken. 

The  crew  cleans  the  decks,  ties  knots  in  the  ship’s  dock  lines,  and  

runs  the  kitchen.  In  the  kitchen,  a  few  of  the  crew  whip  with  a  

whisk,  cut  with  a  knife,  and  fry  on  the  stove  top  to  make  food.    A  

big  ship  needs  lots  of  people  to  navigate  the  sea. 

1) Who  drives  the  ship?

a) the  crew

b) the  captain

c) the  kitchen  crew

d) a  dog

2) What  steers  the  boat?

a) a  big  wheel

b) a  big  whale

c) a  big  crew

d) a  big  button

3) Where  does  the  crew  tie

knots?

a) on  the  deck

b) in  the  kitchen

c) in  the  dock  lines

d) in  the  bunks

4)  What  does  the  crew  cut  food 

with?

a) a  whisk

b) a  stove  top

c) a  knife

d) a  wrench
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Unit 7: Reading / Reading Comprehension 
Multiple Choice

Student’s Name:_________________________
Date:____________________ 

(1 point for every white word, and 2 points for every gray word) 

Lots of people are needed to handle a ship 

_________/12	

A captain reads and writes notes to drive the ship 

_________/12	

He steers with a big wheel presses buttons and turns 
knobs on the dash board of the ship 

_________/24	

The crew can fix screw and use a wrench when 
a part on the ship is broken 

_________/22	

The crew cleans the decks ties knots in the ship’s 
dock lines and runs the kitchen 

_________/19	

In the kitchen a few of the crew whip with 
a whisk cut with a knife and fry on the 

stove top to make food 

_________/32	

A big ship needs lots of people to navigate the 
sea 

_________/13	

TOTAL:	______________/134	
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